
Having a separate Transgender Campaign 
Officer.  
USWSU Notes:  
Transgender students face gender identity issues more so than sexual identity issues. Due to the 

major differences faced in these issues, a separate Transgender Campaign Officer would be more 

suited to pushing forward policy and making amendments in the union to benefit Transgender 

students in the University. It is difficult to estimate how many Transgender students are in the 

university at this time due to some students not having fully come out as transgender yet, although 

there are currently a minimum of 9 Transgender students in the LGBT+ Society at this time.  

USWSU Believes:  
If a Transgender officer were to be elected in, they would be able to take forward motions to help 

the Transgender community in the University of South Wales alongside the LGBT+ Officer taking 

forward motions to help those in the LGB+ community. As Transgender students face a lot of gender 

identity issues, a specific officer for Transgender students would have more knowledge on the 

subject and would therefore be able to help more than the current officer role for the whole of the 

LGBT+ community.  

If no action were to be taken, then it would take much more time for motions to be passed on behalf 

of the Transgender community as well as the LGB+ community due to there only being one officer. 

Transgender students may also feel less comfortable discussing certain issues with the LGBT+ Officer 

too as this role tends to be filled with someone who hasn’t experienced the transition of changing 

gender, and therefore does not have fully detailed knowledge of issues Transgender students may 

be facing.  

USWSU Resolves:  
In the next student council election, a role for Transgender Campaign Officer should be created so 

students in the union have the option of voting in a separate Transgender officer.  
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